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CRU MINECRAFT

SERVER

Members of CRU have setup a
free server on the JavaEdition
of Minecraft.
Server URL:
magacraft1.minehut.gg
If the server is inactive you will
be placed in a lobby with other
players on the network. Type in
the command /join MAGAcraft1
and wait. You might need to do
it several times before you are
transported to the correct
server. Build your home and
join the growing community.
We have built a wall in a
neighboring town and
automated chicken farms in
KFC. Defend the town from
antifa and creepers

DANIEL MCCARTHY FOR SENATE
By Richard Thomas
Daniel McCarthy is an American businessman who lives in Glendale
Arizona. Born in 1985 in New York, Daniel is an older Millennial with
an amazing life story of success.
After High School, Daniel went straight to work in a small call center
where he met his future wife Elexis. The courtship was short and with
in three months they were married. Daniel excelled in his job and
found himself in a leadership position after six months. He was
recruited by the University of Phoenix as an enrollment counselor
and was the youngest employee hired by the University at the time.
Daniel was promoted to management six months later and was a
corporate trainer as well. Within that fifteen month period at the
University of Phoenix, Daniel and Lexi purchased their first home and
decided they could do a great job selling homes too. History proved
them correct. Daniel and Lexi quickly became top agents in the
Arizona market.
In 2007 after three years of real estate, they merged their brokerage
into West USA Realty and became serial entrepreneurs opening
DexLex Realty the Original Make Up Eraser. Today DeLex Realty is
ranked #10 in Arizona and his Makeup Eraser is a global sensation
with distribution in over 60 countries, more than 10,000 retail
locations.

Continue to the next page

DANIEL MCCARTHY FOR SENATE
I met Daniel McCarthy on a road trip with Eric Sloan and Sue
Goodchild to ShowLow AZ to visit their famous Trump store. Along
the way I got to know about Daniel's background and believe he
deeply cares about the direction of our nation for the sake of his
children. Many are calling on him to challenge Martha McSally who
lost her last Senate race to a Socialist pandering as a moderate.
Martha will most likely lose again to former Republican Mark Kelly.
Arizona cannot afford to have two Democrats as Senators. Daniel
McCarthy may decide to launch his senate campaign by early
August. Expect him at CRU on September 25th.

FALL ROOM RESERVED

CRU Fall Meetings will take
place August 28th 6:30pm in
BA L1-31 Take note: This is not
the normal BAC building we
have been familiar with. We are
now located directly west of
the old building.
Noobie Guide:
BAC Business Administration
C-Wing (old)

TEMPE HIT WITH CRU LAWN SIGNS

BA Business Administration
(new) located at L1-31
Wednesday

CRU MINECRAFT

SERVER

By Julie Houtman
On July 17th Rick and I spent the afternoon driving around Tempe
placing signs around major intersections and popular walking areas at
ASU. We plan on placing more signs at Emery Riddle, Northern
Arizona University, and Mesa Community College before the school
year starts, so be on the look out for the signs!

PAY YOUR DUES

GET CRU CLOTHES

CRU AT AZRA
By Julie Houtman
The last week of July, I went to an AZRA (Arizona Republican
Assembly) meeting. AZRA's focus is to strengthen the Republican
party and to promote constitutional conservatives into leadership
positions in the state. I got the chance to talk to the members of the
AZRA and tell them about CRU and what we do, and how they can
help us. The members were very happy to see a movement of young
people like CRU and were happy with the work CRU does, especially
recruiting new PC's! CRU members are always welcome to come to
AZRA meetings in the future, if you are interested, please reach out
to me for more details.

Attention members!
For the 2019-2020 school year
you are required to pay your
membership fee of $10.00
Alternatively if you wish to
purchase a CRU shirt you may
waive the fee entirely.
Check out ht t ps : / / vi r al s t yl e. c om/ s t or e/ c r u/ CRU

ELIZABETH WARREN TOWN HALL IN ARIZONA

By Jill Suzanne
Speaking to a crowd of only 3,000 people at the Marquee Theater, Elizabeth Warren outlined her
Socialist agenda for the country. I attended the event and took the following notes...
Warren believes the American economic system is unfair.
Climate change is not a hoax and should be seriously addressed.
Hates mining and oil companies.
Wants to help other countries and USA address the issue of climate change by helping them make
better laws and with research and innovation.
Warren Believes in raising minimum wage because she thinks the wage now is not enough to keep
families out of poverty. She says government should ignore corporations and not bend to their will.
Believes college should be cheaper
Hates private prisons
Believes the GOP only cares about the rich/white people
Believes gov’t should care about immigrants more
Believes gov’t is completely corrupt right now because of their bowing to corporations
Wants to end lobbying
Wants to block wall street’s influence on gov’t
Wants the Supreme Court of the U.S. to be more ethical in their rulings
Wants the showing of tax info to be mandatory for anyone and everyone who is running for office
Supports the strengthening of unions
Wants to fight for middle class because she believes the gov’t isn’t doing it
Wants the rich to be taxed higher
She wants the money that comes from that higher tax to be put in a fund for universal child care,
universal education and universal healthcare
She believes foreign gov’ts do hack the vote and she wants to stop it
Believes voter suppression laws exist and that they are racist
Wants to expand legal immigration
Wants to stop the separation of families
Wants to make the path to citizenship easier for those who want to live and work in USA
Wants to end what she believes is violence perpetrated by Border Patrol
Wants to stop what she believes is inhumane treatment towards immigrants at the detention centers
Believes we need to put more effort into helping other countries who are struggling
Believes the issue of gun violence has not been properly addressed by the current administration
Wants universal background checks in the purchasing of guns
Wants to ban assault/hunting/automatic rifles because she believes they are only weapons for war and
not needed for just protection

